CONCRETE PRODUCTS & CAST STONE
Techno Split, 38050 Ospedaletto (TN), Italy

New fully automatic, high-capacity concrete
block splitting line successfully installed
The customer, located in Eastern Europe, has installed the
second concrete block splitting system by Techno Split.
Techno Split is an Italian company that has specialised for
25 years in the design and construction of concrete block
splitting machinery and whose know-how has made it possible to gain recognition for the high quality of its products.
The line, which started operation in February this year, is suitable for splitting blocks in one direction only, and includes
the transfer of the outgoing rows at 90° to form the sets to
be picked up with a vertical column gripper manufactured
by Techno Split.
A conservative estimate of the production capacity, which
must be carried out taking into account the number of splits
that the system is called upon to perform as well as the number of technical waste evacuations in the block, estimates that
the line is capable of producing between 30 and 50 pallets of
finished products per work shift.

The splitting line is composed of
• a vertical column gripper for loading the blocks;
•

a multi-chain pusher that is used to position the row of
blocks to be split correctly under the blades of the splitting machine; the precision of the feed is guaranteed by
a brushless motor;

•

a splitter model TS 80/40 60T complete with side blades
that help to improve the quality of the split blocks;
the length of the blade is 800 mm, the splitting force
is 60 tons and the working height is 400 mm;

•

a belt with a polyurethane mat where all the products
coming from the splitter are transported, both technical waste and finished products; the technical waste is
picked up by an operator to be recovered, finished or
definitively discarded; the belt never stops so that production is continuous. The speed can be adjusted from
the operator panel;

View of the concrete block splitting line
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•

a motorised accumulation roller conveyor equipped
with a precision gear motor allows the formation of the
rows of blocks; the speed and all other parameters are
controlled by inverters;

•

a row shifter used to transfer the row of blocks formed
on the accumulation roller conveyor to the following slat
conveyor where the set of blocks to be picked up has
been created;

•

a slat conveyor where the rows of blocks are positioned
to form a set to be picked up with the vertical grippers
manufactured entirely by Techno Split; once the set of
blocks has been formed, it is transferred to the pick-up
area; when the set stops in the pick-up zone, a new set
can be formed in the row shifter area;

•

a vertical column gripper for unloading the blocks.

The work cycle
With the help of the vertical column gripper manufactured by
Techno Split at the inlet, the untreated blocks are loaded onto
the multi-chain conveyor-pusher equipped with push bars
driven by brushless servomotors that ensure both speed and
precision in positioning the blocks under the splitter blades.
The length of the blades is 800 mm and the maximum allowed product height is 350 mm. The splitting force is 60
tonnes. The blades of the splitter are able to adapt to the imperfections of the block, thus ensuring optimum splitting. The
splitting height is easily adjusted using hydraulic cylinders.
The splitting action takes place from bottom to top and, together with the use of side blades, significantly improves the
quality of the split products. The height of the splitting action
is adjusted by pushing a button.

The splitter model TS 80/40 60T
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Button that automates the working height adjustment
of the side blades

Once all the splits envisaged in the recipe have been made,
the split products pass onto the polyurethane belt, which
never stops to ensure continuous production. Once the technical waste has been evacuated, the blocks are transferred to
the motorised roller conveyor which allows the formation of
the rows programmed by production. The roller conveyor is
equipped with a gear motor and the ramps are controlled by
inverters. From here the row shifter creates the set of blocks
to be picked up with the help of the vertical gripper provided
for unloading the blocks.
The system is totally safe as it is equipped with fencing, barriers and access doors that do not allow any operator to enter
the work area when the work cycle is active.
The operator panel has been designed to be user-friendly,
creating a very intuitive man-machine communication. In addition, the creation of recipes is facilitated by an automatic
compiler. All the operator needs to know is the number of
blocks in each row, the size of each block and whether the
block has any technical waste or not. The system connected
to an internet network ensures remote assistance.
n

FURTHER INFORMATION
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The vertical column gripper designed and manufactured
by Techno Split for the splitting plant
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